We believe that every young person should have a safe place to stay.
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1. Welcome

On behalf of everyone involved at YMCA, we would like to welcome you to your new home. We hope that however long you stay with us, it is a wonderful experience for you.

We believe that everyone who comes here brings their own special qualities, experiences and unique personality.

We encourage you to share your special qualities with us, other residents and the wider community. You will find that at YMCA there are many opportunities for you to make your own valuable contribution.

We value your previous experiences, good and bad. Your experiences have helped to make you the person you are, and this is important both here and in your life beyond YMCA. Living at YMCA will be an opportunity for you to gain new experiences and we hope that you will benefit from this as much as possible.

We have a lot to offer because people don’t just live here, they also add something extra to the life and soul of the place.
This handbook includes information that will help you to enjoy living at YMCA and in this neighbourhood, whichever part of England you live in. In this handbook, you will find advice on:

- how to cope with your rent payments and financial help that is available if you need it;
- what to do if you need repairs to your home;
- how to get involved; and
- a whole range of other important information.

We do not expect you to read the whole handbook immediately. Just look through it to get some idea of the contents and, most importantly, keep it in a safe place to refer to in the future.

If you need help or advice on any issue, whether it’s related to living at YMCA or anything else, please contact your local YMCA staff. That is what they’re there for.

We would like to thank all the staff and residents who helped to produce this handbook. If you would like to contribute to the next edition, please contact us.

We hope you enjoy your stay at YMCA.

The Housing Department
YMCA England
A. Who is YMCA?

YMCA England is a national Christian charity and a registered social landlord. We are committed to helping young people in need, no matter what their race, sex, disability, sexuality or religion. Our housing schemes around the country are managed by local YMCAs and provide safe, secure and affordable accommodation for young people. Our aim is to help residents get the skills they need to live independently.

Our vision
Our vision is of an inclusive Christian movement transforming communities so that all young people can belong, contribute and thrive.

Our values
The way we act at YMCA is characterised by five strong and distinctive values that flow from our Christian ethos.

We seek out
We actively look for opportunities to make a transformative impact on young lives in the communities where we work, and believe that every person is of equal value.

We welcome
We offer people the space they need to feel secure, respected, heard and valued; and we always protect, trust, hope and persevere.

We inspire
We strive to inspire each person we meet to nurture their body, mind and spirit, and to realise their full potential in all they do.

We speak out
We stand up for young people, speak out on issues that affect their lives, and help them to find confidence in their own voice.

We serve others
We are committed to the wellbeing of the communities we serve and believe in the positive benefit of participation, locally and in the wider world.
B. YMCA England housing

We own the home you have moved into, and your local YMCA manages it on our behalf. This means that we are your landlord and the agreement you have signed for your home is between you and us. In most matters relating to your stay at the YMCA, your local YMCA acts on our behalf and will work directly with you.

C. YMCA England office address

If you need to contact a member of our Housing Department team, the details are as follows.

The Housing Department
YMCA England
City Park
4 Brindley Road
Old Trafford
Manchester
M16 9HQ

Phone: 020 7186 9580
Fax: 020 7186 9598
Email: admin.housing@england.ymca.org.uk

D. Opening hours

The YMCA England office is open Monday to Friday from 9am to 5pm.
E. Your tenancy or licence agreement

Depending on the type of accommodation you are living in, as well as the level of housing services you are entitled to, your contract to live at the YMCA will either be a tenancy or licence. This is the legal contract you sign that gives you the right to live in your home at the YMCA. It tells you your rights and responsibilities. It also tells you what we have to do as your landlord.

As a resident, you have the right:

• to enjoy your home in peace;
• to have repairs done;
• not to be annoyed, upset or frightened by anyone else in your home; and
• to complain if you are not happy with your home.

As a resident, you also have a responsibility:

• to pay your rent;
• not to be violent or aggressive to other people because of their race, age, disability, sex or for any other reason;
• not to cause a nuisance to anyone else in your house, any visitors, support staff or your neighbours;
• not to play music or your TV so loudly that it disturbs other people, including your neighbours; and
• not to cause damage to the furniture and fittings in your home.

The tenancy or licence agreement also tells you what our responsibilities are as your landlord.

F. House rules

Your local YMCA will have ‘house rules’ that they have developed to make sure that living at YMCA is as positive and enjoyable an experience as possible. For a copy of these rules, see local YMCA staff.
G. Moving into a place of your own

Becoming a YMCA resident and having a place of your own for the first time involves major changes. It is often a very exciting period and will solve problems that you may have had because you were homeless or in temporary accommodation.

But, you may find the move stressful at times, or you may feel that you are all alone. These experiences are very common when people are moving home and you will get over them. It is quite common to miss what you have been used to when you make such a major change. Don’t suffer in silence! Your local YMCA staff understand how you are feeling and they are happy to listen and, if appropriate, offer you advice. That’s part of why they are there.

It can be very rewarding and enjoyable moving into a place of your own and making it feel like home. It gives you the chance for a new beginning and the peace of mind that comes with being able to shut your own front door.
A. Our residents’ charter

What you can expect from us is set out in ‘Our residents’ charter’. We consider this to be an important document and the housing staff at your local YMCA will give you a separate copy. You can also find it on our housing website and on posters in your local YMCA.

Our residents’ charter

Important service standards for residents in YMCA England’s housing schemes

YMCA England is a national Christian charity and a registered social landlord. We are committed to helping young people in need, no matter what their race, sex, disability, sexuality or religion. Our housing schemes around the country are managed by local YMCAs and provide safe, secure and affordable accommodation to young people. Our aim is to help residents get the skills they need to live independently.

Below are the housing service standards you can expect to find in all of our housing schemes. If you are not sure about anything, or if you want more information, please ask the staff at your local scheme.
1. Involvement and empowerment

Understanding and responding to the diverse needs of tenants

We will treat all tenants with fairness and respect.

We will demonstrate that we understand the different needs of our tenants.

Involvement and empowerment

We will offer you a range of ways to get involved and influence the YMCA’s housing services, policies and priorities.

We will support you to become involved and provide opportunities to develop your skills through training and events.

We will provide opportunities for you to scrutinise our performance and make recommendations for improvement.

We will provide opportunities for you to be involved in the management of repair and maintenance services.

We will involve you in reviewing these standards and ask you how well you think we have done in meeting them.

We will tell you, at least once a year in resident newsletters and on our website, how we have performed against these standards.

We will tell you what other residents thought and how we have used your feedback to improve our services.

We will ask for your opinion on changes that affect you.

Customer service, choice and complaints

We shall provide choices, information and communication that are appropriate to the diverse needs of our residents.

We will keep all your information confidential in line with the Data Protection Act. We will not share it with other organisations without your permission, unless we have to by law.

We will make sure that our Complaints Policy is clear and easy for everyone to access.

We will respond to complaints within the relevant timescales and try to resolve all complaints at stage 1.
We will monitor all complaints we receive to see if we need to make any changes to our practices, policies or procedures.

If we think a failure to provide a service to you has caused you loss we may give you compensation in line with our compensation policy.

2. Home

Quality of accommodation

We will maintain your home to a decent standard.

All YMCA homes will meet the required standard for energy efficiency.

When you move in, we will provide clean accommodation in a good standard of repair and decoration with all the basic furniture you need (if furniture is provided).

Repairs and maintenance

We will provide a cost effective repairs and maintenance service.

We will ensure that high standards of health and safety are maintained.

We will co-operate with relevant organisations to provide an adaptations service that meets tenants needs.

We will ensure that adequate funds are in place for major repairs.

When you report a repair, you will be given a timescale for the repair to be carried out in line with our Repairs Policy.

We will ask you what you think of the repairs we carry out and monitor this information to see if we need to make any changes.
3. Tenancy

Applying for accommodation

We will give you clear information about our accommodation, including what it costs and how to apply.

We will make sure that our application process is fair and ensures that the accommodation is suitable for your needs, in line with the local Allocations Policy.

We will support you to complete an application if you require it or signpost you to someone who can help.

Moving in to the YMCA

When you move in, we will give you:

• A written copy of your signed occupancy agreement;
• A clear summary of the rent and other charges you must pay;
• A residents’ handbook about living at YMCA, including information about how and when to pay your rent and how to get help with Housing Benefit;
• An induction into YMCA by a member of staff, a resident (or both) who will show you around, explain the house rules and give you information about any other services that are available for you to use, such as the laundry.

Living at the YMCA

We will provide you with the most secure form of tenure for your accommodation.

We will support you to maintain your tenancy and work with you to address any behaviour that puts your tenancy at risk.

We will tell you about anything that may affect your accommodation.

Moving on

We will give you advice and help so that you can find accommodation when it is time for you to move on from YMCA.
4. Neighbourhood and Community

Neighbourhood management

We will work with residents, neighbours and local organisations to keep the areas around our buildings clean and safe.

Positive impact

We will work in partnership with local organisations to have a positive impact on the area in which our buildings are located.

We will work with local organisations to make sure that the accommodation we provide meets the needs of the local community.

We will work with our residents, neighbours and local organisations to promote a positive image of YMCA.

Anti-social behaviour (ASB)

We will work with our residents, neighbours and local organisations to prevent and deal with anti-social behaviour in the areas where we provide homes, in line with our Anti-Social Behaviour Policy.

We will make residents aware of their rights and responsibilities with regards to Anti Social Behaviour and will work with and support residents, their visitors and families to address any issues that may cause Anti Social Behaviour.
B. Confidentiality and data protection

We do not pass on any of the information we hold about you or our staff without your or their permission, unless we have to under the terms of the Data Protection Act 1998. You can ask to look at the information we hold about you. If some of the information we hold about you was provided in confidence by someone else, we will tell you where the information is held and refer you to the person who supplied it.

If you do not agree with any of the information we hold about you, we will correct it or make a note that you disagree with it (depending on the information involved).

C. YMCA support services

1. What are support services?

When you move into one of our properties, you will meet a housing or support worker who will assess any support needs that you may have. These could be anything from help claiming Housing Benefit to help with more personal problems. If you need specialist help (for example, help with reading, writing or maths) your housing or support worker will discuss this with you and, if you agree, refer you to the relevant agency.

Housing or support workers are there to deal with any issues that you may have, including:

• difficulties getting used to living in a community;
• help with claiming benefits or dealing with associated problems;
• personal and health worries; and
• anything else you may want to discuss.

Housing or support workers are available at most times between 9am and 5pm. Just call into the office or reception to make an appointment.
A. What is rent?

Rent is money you pay to us. The money pays for your home and includes a service charge (see 4E). If you want to carry on living in your flat or room, you will have to pay rent.

B. How much rent will you have to pay?

The amount of rent you pay depends on the type of home you live in and where you live. If you want more information on how we work out your rent, please contact staff at your local YMCA.

C. Rent review

Once a year, we review the rent you pay for the next 12 months. We will always write to you one month before your rent changes to let you know how much it will be. If you get Housing Benefit, we will write to your local council to tell them how much your rent will be. The council can then change the amount of Housing Benefit you get. You must also tell your local council about any change to your rent.

D. What we spend your rent on

We will use your rent to:

- pay for the repairs to your home;
- pay back the money we borrowed to buy your home; and
- employ staff to manage your home.

E. Service charges

The total amount of rent that you pay also includes:

- a housing service charge; and
- a personal service charge.
Your housing service charge pays for shared services. This means the parts of the building that you share with other people, such as hallways, stairs and lifts, and does not include your own flat or room. Your service charge could include a charge for:

- heating and lighting shared rooms or areas;
- cleaning shared areas like the lounge, laundry or corridors;
- cleaning some windows;
- maintaining the garden area;
- some furniture and kitchen appliances;
- decorating shared areas like the residents’ lounge; and
- a shared phone.

Your personal service charge pays for services within your home, for example your heating costs and the water you use.

F. What your rent does not pay for

- Your support worker.
- Your household bills.
- Insuring your personal belongings.

G. How to pay your rent

You should pay your rent every Monday for the week to come. You may be able to pay your rent each month, but this must be for the month to come (not the month just gone). You may be able to pay your rent in cash, by cheque or by direct debit.

If you do not get full Housing Benefit and you have to pay all or some of your rent, please tell your local YMCA housing staff how you would prefer to pay your rent.

H. What is Housing Benefit?

Housing Benefit is money that you may be entitled to from your local council to help you pay your rent. The council would pay the money direct to us as your landlord. Before you move into your home, you will need to fill in a claim form. Based on what you say in your claim form, your local council will decide whether you are entitled to Housing Benefit. They will look at how much income you get each week and how much you have in savings. This will help them decide if you are entitled to Housing Benefit. They may not pay all of your rent but they may pay something towards it. If you need help filling in your claim form, a housing staff member from your local YMCA should be able to help you.
Please Note
You may be aware that the government is introducing a new system of benefits called Universal Credit. In most situations, for those entitled to receive this benefit, the eligible costs of housing will be met through the housing element of Universal Credit. However, as YMCA housing is classed as ‘supported accommodation’, residents living at YMCAs are treated differently and eligible costs will continue to be met by Housing Benefit for the time being rather than through Universal Credit.

I. How to claim Housing Benefit

If you’re claiming other benefits

Contact Jobcentre Plus to claim Housing Benefit with your claim for the following benefits:

- Employment and Support Allowance
- Income Support
- Jobseeker’s Allowance

Jobcentre Plus will send details of your claim for Housing Benefit to your council.

Jobcentre Plus
Telephone: 0800 055 6688
Textphone: 0800 023 4888
Monday to Friday, 8am to 6pm

If you’re not claiming other benefits

Get a Housing Benefit claim form from your local council or send them form HCTB1. The form comes with notes to help you fill it in.

J. Important information about Housing Benefit

- It is very important that you claim Housing Benefit before you move into your home.
- If you hand your form in late, the council will not pay your rent from the day you moved in. This means that you would have to pay the rent yourself until the council makes a decision about your claim.
• This could mean that you fall behind with your rent, which is very serious as you could lose your home.

• It is your responsibility to make sure that your rent is paid in full, even if you get Housing Benefit.

• You must tell the Housing Benefit office if your circumstances change. For example, if your income goes up.

• When you apply for Housing Benefit, you will need to provide proof of your identity and proof of your income and savings.

• If you are getting any other state benefit, such as Jobseeker’s Allowance or Income Support, this does not mean that you are automatically entitled to Housing Benefit. You will still need to fill in a Housing Benefit claim form.

• Hand in your claim form as soon as possible. Housing Benefit is paid from the next Monday after your form is handed in. Any delay could mean that you lose benefit.

K. Other information we need from you

• You will need to include a copy of your tenancy or licence agreement with your claim for Housing Benefit.

• If you are getting any other state benefit, the Housing Benefit office will confirm this with whichever department you are receiving benefit from.

• If you are paid each week, you will need to supply your last five wage slips.

• If you are paid each month, you will need to supply your last two wage slips.

• If you have recently started work and have not received a wage slip, ask your employer to fill in and return the certificate of earnings form that will come with your claim form.

• When you hand in your claim form at the Housing Benefit office, always ask for a receipt.

L. What will happen if you don’t pay your rent

If you don’t pay your rent each week, you will fall behind with your payments. If you are getting Housing Benefit towards your rent and this stops for some reason, you will also fall behind with your rent. This means that you will owe money to us, your landlord. Not paying your rent can be very serious and you could lose your home. Housing staff at your local YMCA will be happy to work with you if you get behind with your rent to stop things becoming more serious. If you have any difficulties paying your rent, our staff are there to help you.
M. Council Tax

Depending on the type of accommodation you are living in, you may also need to pay Council Tax. This tax pays for local government services (for example, rubbish collection, street lighting and the police). If you live in shared accommodation, your local YMCA will probably be responsible for paying Council Tax on your behalf. If you live in self-contained accommodation (in other words, you don’t share it), you will probably have to pay Council Tax yourself. You may be entitled to receive Council Tax Reduction.

• To apply for Council Tax Reduction, you need to contact the Council Tax section of your local council and give them the information they ask for to assess whether you are entitled to the reduction. If you are getting certain other benefits or if you are on a low income, you will be eligible for Council Tax Reduction. As a single person living on your own, you will automatically qualify for a 25% discount on your Council Tax.

• You must reply to all the letters you receive from the Council Tax section. They will divide your yearly bill into 10 payments (there is usually no payment in February and March each year). If you miss a payment without letting the council know why, they can ask you to pay the full amount for the year and take you to court if necessary. If you have any concerns, talk to the housing staff at your local YMCA or contact the Council Tax section at your local council.
A. Moving in

When you move into your home, a YMCA staff member will go through a list with you of all the furniture and fittings in the property. They will ask you to agree with the list and sign it, and then give you a copy.

B. How to get things repaired when they go wrong

When things get broken and need repairing, it is important that you tell staff at your local YMCA straight away so that they can deal with the problem quickly. Don’t just mention it to a staff member in passing as they may forget. You need to report the problem at reception so that staff can record it and give it a ‘priority’. (This means deciding whether it is an emergency, urgent or routine repair.) We are committed to dealing quickly with any repairs and we have a clear policy in terms of priorities and times within which we deal with repairs.

C. Whose responsibility is it?

You and we (YMCA England and your local YMCA) are jointly responsible for keeping your home in a good state of repair. However, if you or your visitors damage the property in any way, you will be responsible for paying for any repair costs.

D. What repairs we are responsible for

We and your local YMCA are responsible for keeping the following in reasonable repair and fit for use.

- The building’s structure and its outside appearance (including any gardens).
- The installations (for example, the central-heating system).
- The shared areas (for example, the stairs, hallways and shared lounges).
- The furniture and fittings we supply, which are on the list you see when you move in.

E. Your responsibilities

Your maintenance responsibilities are set out in your tenancy or licence agreement and listed below.
1. Damage
You must keep your home and the rest of the premises clean and tidy, and pay our costs for repairing any damage to your home or the fixtures, fittings and furnishings provided, or to the shared areas, if you or any of your visitors have caused the damage. We do not include fair wear and tear. Only YMCA employees and contractors are authorised to carry out repairs, maintenance or alterations to your home or our fixtures, fittings and furnishings.

2. Reporting damage or a fault
You must report to us as soon as possible any damage or fault that we are responsible for repairing in the structure of the building or outside the premises, or in any installation in your home or in the shared parts.

3. Access
You must allow YMCA employees or contractors into your home at all reasonable times of the day to inspect its condition or to carry out repairs or other work.

4. Insuring your property
We are responsible for insuring the structure of your home against fire, flood and storm damage or other insured risk. If your home is damaged, we will use the insurance money we receive to put your home back to the way it was as soon as possible. You can decide whether or not to insure the contents of your room. We strongly recommend that you insure all your personal belongings and that you get third-party cover to protect you against damage to your neighbour’s property (for example, if your home floods and damages your neighbour’s property too). This insurance cover should not be too expensive and you can get advice from any good insurance company.

F. How long will it take to get things repaired?
This will depend on the priority of the repair.

Priority 1 – Emergencies
(For the emergency repairs phone number, please see local staff.)

These are repairs needed to avoid an immediate danger to health or a risk to the safety of residents or staff, or serious damage to the building. Your local YMCA aims to carry out these repairs within 24 hours. Sometimes, the local YMCA staff will make them safe until the next working day and then do a full repair. Examples of emergency repairs include burst pipes, a burst water tank and no electricity.

If you have an emergency repair, you must report it immediately. If it happens outside normal office hours, ring the number as noted above.

When you call to report a repair, please give your phone number, especially if you are calling from a mobile phone, or are away from YMCA.
Priority 2 – Urgent

These are repairs that are not considered to be an emergency but which affect your comfort and convenience. Your local YMCA aims to carry out these repairs within seven days. Examples of urgent repairs include blocked or leaking waste pipes, faulty plug sockets, leaking overflow pipes and radiators not heating up.

Priority 3 – Routine

Routine repairs are repairs that are not emergencies or urgent but are necessary to maintain the quality of the building. The YMCA aims to carry out these repairs within 28 days.

Examples of routine repairs include plaster work, easing doors and windows and guttering repairs.

G. What will happen when you report a repair or fault

You can report a repair by calling in at reception, by phone or email. When you report a repair you will be given a receipt or a number confirming your request for repairs and the date on which you made the request. Your local YMCA will confirm your request by letter, giving the priority of repair and when they expect to complete the work. Unless you say otherwise, your local YMCA will assume that you give their staff permission to enter your flat to carry out the repair even if you are not there. If you want to be there, please contact reception to make arrangements.

H. Repairs satisfaction form

This system for reporting and dealing with repairs is to make sure that you get a high-quality and efficient maintenance service. To help us with this, the local YMCA maintenance staff will leave a repairs satisfaction form with you when they carry out the repair. Please fill in this form and return it to reception. We want to know:

- if you were happy with how the repair was carried out;
- if the maintenance worker was polite and respectful; and
- if the maintenance worker did a good job.
This information is very important to us as it will help us improve our repairs service. As part of our feedback to you, we will tell you the outcome of these repairs satisfaction forms. It is very important that you tell us what you think about our repairs service.

I. YMCA England maintenance inspection

YMCA England will routinely carry out an inspection of our housing schemes to look at the general state of the building. If we find any repairs that need doing, we will add them to either the day-to-day repairs schedule or the programme of planned maintenance.

J. Planned maintenance

We and your local YMCA have to plan ahead to maintain some parts of your home. We call this the planned maintenance programme. There are two types of planned maintenance:

- cyclical repairs; and
- major repairs.

A cyclical repair is work that the local YMCA repeats once a year or sometimes less often. For example:

- servicing gas appliances; and
- painting the outside of your home.

The major repairs programme is where we plan to replace major items in the housing scheme, such as:

- windows;
- kitchen units;
- bathrooms; and
- roofs.

K. Your right to get things repaired

You have a right to expect us to repair things that we are responsible for within the set times shown in section 5f above.

L. Compensation

Compensation is money that we may pay to you (in line with our complaints and compensation policy) if we do not carry out certain repairs within the set times. If we have not repaired something and it has put your health, safety or security at risk, you may be entitled to compensation.
If you think you may be entitled to compensation, please contact the housing staff at your local YMCA. They will tell you more about the repairs covered under this scheme and how you can claim compensation.

Please do not arrange for somebody else to do the work instead of us. If you ask somebody else to do the work, you will have to pay their bill yourself.

M. Adapting your home to make it easier to live there

If you have a disability that makes day-to-day living in your flat difficult, we may be able to help you by adapting your home to make it easier for you to live there (for example, fitting handrails or a walk-in shower). Before we will consider adaptations for your home, we will need a recommendation from your doctor or occupational therapist.
A. Fire safety

In most of our housing schemes, the local YMCA provides fire extinguishers and fire blankets. They will service all the fire equipment once a year, to make sure that it is working properly and safe to use.

B. Fire drills

Your local YMCA is responsible for carrying out regular fire drills, where appropriate. This is so you know how to get out of your home safely if there is a fire. See staff at your YMCA for more information.

C. Health and safety rules

Your local YMCA will be able to tell you what the health and safety rules are for your flat. Health and safety rules are there to make sure you are safe in your home. See staff at your YMCA for more details.

Some typical examples of health and safety rules are:

- not blocking the doorways in your building – if you see a blocked doorway, tell your local YMCA staff; and

- not leaving things on the floor that people could trip over and so hurt themselves.

It is as much your responsibility as ours to make sure you stick to the health and safety rules.
D. Find out where equipment is

You will need to know where certain things are in your home such as stopcocks and electricity circuit breakers. This is so that you can turn them off quickly in an emergency. You can make a note of where they are in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stopcock</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electricity circuit breaker</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trip switch (if there is one)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central-heating boiler</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hot-water cylinder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold-water storage tank</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Testing appliances

We may own some of the electrical equipment in your home but some of it will belong to you. Your local YMCA will test the electrical equipment we own once a year to make sure it is safe. This equipment will include fridges and washing machines.
A. Getting on with your neighbours and the people you live with

Sometimes people have problems with their neighbours. If you have a problem, talk to your support worker or another member of your local YMCA housing staff and ask them to help you sort it out.

B. Antisocial behaviour

Antisocial behaviour can take many forms. It can be aimed at one person or a group of people, but does not include a personal attack against one particular person. It is important to remember that the person causing the nuisance may not be aware that they are disturbing others.

Examples of antisocial behaviour include:

- playing loud music;
- banging and slamming doors;
- dumping rubbish; and
- allowing people you don’t know into shared areas.

C. Hate crimes

A hate crime is behaviour that deliberately intends to harm or intimidate one particular person. It is often motivated by prejudice because of someone’s race, colour, ethnic background, religion, sex, age, disability or sexuality. You must not harass your neighbours, their visitors or YMCA employees (including our contractors) because of their race, colour, religion, sex, sexuality, age, disability or medical condition.

Examples of harassment include:

- verbal abuse;
- using or threatening to use violence;
- using an animal, such as an aggressive dog, to threaten another person;
- using abusive, racist or insulting words or behaviour;
- threatening or abusive letters, phone calls or e-mails;
• physical assaults or damage to property, including graffiti; and
• doing anything that interferes with the peace, comfort or convenience of other people.

If you commit, cause or threaten a hate crime against your neighbours, their visitors or YMCA employees, your local YMCA might end your licence agreement or, if you are a tenant, take legal action against you that could lead to you losing your home. Your local YMCA will usually report any criminal act to the police. For more information, please contact your local YMCA staff.

D. Domestic violence

Domestic violence is threatened or actual violence carried out by one person against another within the home.

Examples of this kind of behaviour include violence:

• from an ex-partner of one of our residents who does not live with them;
• between brothers and sisters;
• between parents and children; or
• between people who share a home.

Domestic violence can be physical, verbal or emotional. It can be against men or women, and adults or children. If you commit, cause or threaten domestic violence against anyone who lives in one of our properties, your local YMCA might end your licence or, if you are a tenant, take legal action against you. If you are the victim of domestic violence, it is important that you get independent legal advice to make sure that you know all of your options before you take any action.

E. How we deal with unacceptable behaviour

We will not accept any antisocial behaviour or hate crime against an individual or group of people. Your local YMCA will take all reports of such behaviour very seriously, and will support those people who are suffering from the reported behaviour. If a criminal act has taken place, your local YMCA will usually tell the police.

You are responsible for the behaviour of everyone visiting your home. This includes behaviour in the shared areas and anywhere else within our properties. You risk losing your home if you, or your visitors, have caused or continue to cause antisocial behaviour, or commit hate crimes or domestic violence. Your local YMCA will investigate all incidents that are reported to them. If you are responsible for unacceptable behaviour, we may take legal action against you and you could lose your home (if you are a tenant) or we may end your licence.
F. What to do if you are experiencing unacceptable behaviour

If you are experiencing antisocial behaviour, hate crimes or domestic violence, report it to the housing staff at your local YMCA. They will investigate your complaint and tell you about any action we can take. You should also report it to the police if it involves actual or threatened violence, damage to property or another criminal act. Your local YMCA will support you to do this, if you would like them to.

If any incident has taken place, take a photo of anything that could be used as evidence and make a note of:

- the time and place;
- details of what happened;
- the names of any witnesses;
- the effect on you; and
- the name and number of the police officer, if you called one.

G. What we can do

Your local YMCA housing staff will work closely with you to investigate any reports of antisocial behaviour, hate crimes and domestic violence, and they will take action. Your local YMCA will arrange for any racist graffiti to be removed within 24 hours of it being reported.

1. Legal action

If you are the victim of this kind of behaviour, your local YMCA will work with you to find the best solution for you. They will offer you support and put you in touch with specialist support organisations. If they have enough evidence, your local YMCA will take action against any residents who are responsible for the behaviour.
2. Possession order

Depending on whether the resident responsible for the unacceptable behaviour has a tenancy or licence, we may either end their licence or take them to court for a possession order against them as they will have broken their tenancy conditions. Depending on how serious the case is, we may get a suspended possession order from the court. This means that the tenant can stay in their home as long as they keep to the conditions of the court order and do not repeat any of the unacceptable behaviour. If they break these conditions, we will go straight back to court and start proceedings to get them out of our property.

3. Injunctions

If the resident is a tenant, we may consider taking out an injunction against them. This is a court order that forces them to follow the terms of their tenancy agreement. In extremely serious cases where the tenant is a threat to the safety of other residents, we may be able to get a temporary injunction order at very short notice. If the resident has a licence, we do not need to go to court to end their licence.

4. Criminal behaviour order (CBO)

We may consider getting a criminal behaviour order (CBO) against a resident or their visitors. A CBO is a court order that can stop unacceptable behaviour or ban a visitor from an area. Your local YMCA will work closely with the police and local authorities if they are considering taking this action.
A. Why do you have a complaints procedure?

We take complaints very seriously and have developed our complaints procedure to:

- make sure that when someone tells us there is something wrong with the service we provide, we respond with an aim to get it right first time;
- give us a way of monitoring and checking our own performance and getting feedback to see how we can improve and maintain our services and relationship with our residents and the public; and
- make sure that when you complain, you know what to expect, including who will respond and how long it will take them to respond.

B. When should I complain?

If you are not happy with something, tell us. You should complain if you feel we have:

- not met a commitment that we have made to you;
- treated you unfairly or impolitely;
- not done something we said we would do; or
- done something badly or that we should not have done.

Disputes between residents are not complaints. You should raise these with a member of staff through antisocial-behaviour or house-rules procedures.

C. Who can complain?

You don’t have to be one of our residents to complain about our service. You may want someone to help you make your complaint — this could be a friend, relative or support worker. We are also happy to receive complaints from other people, including agencies that we work with or our neighbours.
D. How do I complain?

You can make a complaint in whatever way is best for you, for example:

- by speaking to a member of staff;
- by phone;
- in writing; or
- by email.

E. Dealing with your complaint

The member of staff dealing with your complaint will need to know your name and address, how they can contact you and whether this is the first time you have complained. In most cases, we will respond to you in the same way that you raised the complaint, but will follow this up in writing for our records.

When dealing with your complaint, we will:

- acknowledge, within four working days, that we have received it;
- listen to you and try to put right whatever it is that you are not happy about;
- keep all of your information confidential;
- make sure that we sort out your complaint promptly, politely and fairly;
- respond within the timescales set out in our complaints procedure;
- keep you informed if we need to take longer to sort out your complaint; and
- tell you who you should contact if you want to move to the next stage of the complaints procedure.

The Housing Ombudsman Service, 81 Aldwych, London WC2B 4HN
Phone: 0300 111 3000
Fax: 020 7831 1942
Email: info@housing-ombudsman.org.uk
YMCA is more than just a place to live

A. What is resident involvement?

Involving our residents in what we do is an important part of our service and seeking your contribution to the planning and delivery of our services. Our vision is to enable people to develop their full potential in body, mind and spirit. Inspired by and faithful to our Christian Values we create supportive, inclusive and energising communities where young people can truly belong, contribute and thrive.

There are also opportunities for you to contribute to the future direction of your local YMCA, and the work of YMCA nationally and internationally.

B. Why should you get involved?

Involving residents is vital to improving our services and it brings many benefits.

- Services are more likely to meet your needs if you have helped to plan them.
- You are more likely to be satisfied with our services and the neighbourhood you live in.
- You will have a better understanding of the limits within which we have to work, such as financial limits.
- You can learn new skills, make new friends and help to make a difference for all residents.
C. How do you get involved?

Your local YMCA can offer you a range of ways in which you can get involved, and may include the following.

- Being members of residents’ committees or forums.
- Being residents’ representatives at housing sub-committees and the board of management.
- Contributing to our residents’ handbook, residents’ newsletter, suggestion box, attending meetings and having direct contact with service staff.
- Filling in service questionnaires and surveys.
- Completing ‘exit’ interviews – the outcomes of which are reported to our residents and YMCA Housing Board.
- Attending one-to-one meetings with staff.
- Attending individual service residents’ meetings.
- Making complaints – when justified.

D. Keeping you informed

We will use various forms of communication including social media to provide you with a range of information including information on our services, policies and performance.

E. Have we got it right?

We will monitor the levels of interest our residents show in different ways of being involved and we will always consider new ideas.

F. Finding out more

If you are interested in finding out more about any of the above, please contact staff at your local YMCA or look at the YMCA websites or social media outlets.

www.ymca.org.uk

http://housing.ymca.org.uk

www.facebook.com/YMCAEnglandNRF
YMCA wants its relationship with you as a resident to be a positive experience, especially for you.

We want you to move on when you are ready and positively.
Set out below are the two ways your occupancy arrangements with YMCA can end. We would always prefer that it was under option A.

**A. Giving up your tenancy or licence**

You need to tell staff at your local YMCA, in writing, if you want to move out of your home. You must normally give us four weeks’ notice in writing, starting on a Monday. Before you leave you will need to remove all your personal belongings and leave your flat or room clean and tidy.

We have already talked about getting involved in the previous section and YMCA would like you to remain involved if you wish even when you have positively moved on.

Please keep up your contact with YMCA through the social media outlets.

**B. What if we end your tenancy or licence?**

We can only end your tenancy and ask you to move out if we get a court order. If you have a licence, we don’t need a court order to end your licence. Depending on the reasons why we are ending your tenancy or licence, your local YMCA will usually give you two weeks’ notice in writing if they intend to end your tenancy or licence.

**The following are examples of why we might end your tenancy or licence.**

- You owe rent and are not making efforts to pay it.
- You have broken one of the conditions of your tenancy or licence agreement.
- You have caused serious damage to your home.
- You have threatened other people living in our properties.
A number of feedback sheets are available from our website or from local YMCA staff, which allow you to express your opinions about your occupancy of YMCA accommodation. We would really appreciate it if you could fill in these sheets, which cover the following points.

- What do you think of YMCA?
- Would you like to be involved with YMCA?
- What do you think about this tenants’ handbook?